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Ligand-stabilized aluminum clusters are investigated by density functional theory calculations. Analysis of Kohn-Sham molecular orbitals and projected density of states uncovers an electronic shell
structure that adheres to the superatom complex model for ligand-stabilized aluminum clusters. In
this current study, we explain how the superatom complex electron-counting rule is influenced by
the electron-withdrawing ligand and a dopant atom in the metallic core. The results may guide the
prediction of new stable ligand-stabilized (superatom) complexes, regardless of core and electronwithdrawing ligand composition. © 2011 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3632087]
INTRODUCTION

Instrumental in cluster physics and chemistry is a thorough understanding of the electronic structure. The electronic
structure determines the properties of clusters in the gas phase
as well as for nanostructured materials fabricated by cluster
assembly.1–6 The jellium electronic shell model considers the
valence electrons and subjects them to a uniform background
potential. The shape of the potential, based on the geometry
as well as the type of atoms within the cluster, will yield discrete energy levels as solutions to the Schrödinger equation.7
In particular, the spherical uniform background (jellium) results in electronic levels or shells in the order of increasing
main quantum number and angular momenta as, 1S2 1P6 1D10
2S2 1f14 2P6 1G18 . Large gaps between the highest occupied
and lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals (HOMO-LUMO)
occur for clusters with closed electronic shells and yields an
enhanced stability for metallic clusters with the total number
of electrons (ne ) corresponding to 2, 8, 18, 20, 34, 40, 58, etc.
The jellium electronic shell model that initially was
used to explain electronic properties of bare simple-metal
clusters,9–15 has recently been used to rationalize the stability
of a series of clusters containing metallic cores surrounded
by organic ligands.16–26 Contrary to the case of simple bare
clusters, the number of delocalized valence electrons become
dependent on the number of stabilizing ligands. For a cluster complex with the molecular formula [AN LX ]z , an equation
can be written as
ne = NA vA − XL wL − z,

(1)

where the shell closing electron count ne of the metallic core
satisfies a number from the jellium electron shell model;
where NA is the number of atoms in the core, vA is the atomic
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valence, XL is the number of ligands, wL is the number of
electrons withdrawn by the ligand, and z is the charge of the
cluster. If the number of electrons in the cluster core corresponds to the ne in the jellium model, the cluster complex is
considered a superatom complex.
The use of the superatom complex model has proven
successful for a variety of cluster complexes with numerous compositions. The Au102 (p-MBA)44 cluster has a
sizeable HOMO-LUMO gap that opens at the 58-electron
shell closing16, 22 and the superatom complex Au25 (SR)18 −
has eight electrons.23, 24 Recently, we have demonstrated
that Al50 (C5 Me5 )12 (Me = CH3 ) can be understood within
the model as a superatom with 138 electrons.25 Furthermore, other group 13 clusters, such as metalloids (e.g.,
Ga23 [N(Si(CH3 )3 )2 ]11 ), have been predicted to adhere to the
model.26, 27
Despite the success of the superatom complex model in
the interpretation of various clusters, the model has come
under scrutiny for smaller Aln Lm clusters. An integral piece
of the controversy stems from the tendency of smaller bare
aluminum clusters to lack pronounced sp-hybridization and
may form directional bonding with organic ligands. Thus,
chemists and physicist have interpreted the stability of small
ligand-stabilized clusters with various models. For example,
the Al4 (C5 Me5 )4 (Me = CH3 ) cluster has been explained with
backbonding of individual AlCp* (Cp* = C5 Me5 ) molecular units.28 Kiran et al. showed that the jellium model was
valid for a series of Aln Hm .29 In contrast, Jung et al. proposed Aln Hm clusters gain stability through molecular orbital
overlap.30
The varying views on accounting for the stable behavior
of Aln Lm clusters and the recent success in understanding the
ligand-stabilized system Al50 Cp* 12 (1) have motivated us to
explore a series of small ligand-stabilized aluminum clusters.
In this report, we provide clear evidence of an electronic shell
structure for Al4 Cp4 (2), Al8 Cp4 (3), and Al4 [Si(t-Bu)3 ]4 (4)
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FIG. 1. Relaxed geometries of (a) Al4 Cp4 (2), (b) Al8 Cp4 (3), and (c) Al4 [Sit Bu3 ]4 (4). The light blue, gray, white, and dark blue balls represent the Al, C, H,
and Si atoms, respectively.

(Cp = C5 H5 ; t-Bu = C[CH3 ]3 ). By use of the superatom complex model, we find the clusters have electronic shell closings
at 8, 20, and 8 delocalized electrons, respectively. The observed electronic shell yields an explanation for the optical
properties observed in the solution of 2 and 4.
COMPUTATIONAL METHOD

We used the grid-based projector-augmented wave
code (GPAW) with the generalized gradient approximation
of Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE) to account for
the exchange-correlation interaction.31, 32 H(1s), C(2s2p),
Si(3s3p), and Al(3s3p) electrons are treated in the valence,
and the electron density is solved in a grid with 0.18 Å spacing. Clusters 2–4 were fully optimized with no symmetry
constraints based on previously reported structures.28, 33 The
relaxed structures are reported in Fig. 1. To analyze the superatomic electronic structure, the Kohn-Sham molecular orbitals were projected on center-of-mass spherical harmonics
in a spherical volume, including the metal core, as described
previously.25

the Cp ligand with ionic character, similar to cluster 1.26, 35 )
The analysis reveals a clear sequence of jellium-like states of
the Al4 4+ , with a three-fold degenerate 1P-symmetric HOMO
state and 1S-symmetric HOMO-1 state. These states are only
slightly perturbed in the ligand protected cluster and the 1P
state does not hybridize with the ligand states. This is instead
the case for 1S that forms one bonding and one anti-bonding
combination with the total symmetric π -orbital of Cp.
This initial analysis agrees with the prediction from
Eq. (1) that gives ne = 8 for cluster 2. Furthermore, the
metal-core projected local density of states (PLDOS) reveals
the superatomic shell filling of the S and P states as shown
in Fig. 3(a). The LUMO is composed of the 2S and 1D
states (the 1D states are split into two subgroups by the Td

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We begin this discussion by considering Al4 Cp4 (2)
(Fig. 1(a)). Cluster 2 has been previously explained as four
distinct AlCp units that form a stable cluster entity due to
backbonding of these units.28 However, the previous explanation is hard to envision as backbonding requires d-orbitals
to be available along with the p-orbitals of the ligand to facilitate this type of chemical bonding. We first analyzed the
Kohn-Sham orbital correlation diagram for the Al4 Cp4 (2),
with Al4 4+ core and Cp− ligands (Fig. 2).34 (The use of the
formal charge separation is supported by a Bader charge analysis, which reveals that each aluminum atom loses 0.79 |e| to

FIG. 2. Valence Kohn-Sham orbital correlation diagram for Al4 Cp4 . The
solid (dashed) lines indicate occupied (unoccupied) states. The eigenvalues
for Al4 4+ and Cp− have been aligned to the spectrum of Al4 Cp4 via the
Al(1s) and C(1s) states, respectively. A selected set of molecular orbitals is
shown.
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symmetry). The HOMO-LUMO gap is 3.38 eV (Table I),
which is a sign of the electronic stability that corresponds to
the expected shell closing.
In cluster 3 (Td symmetry), there is a tetrahedral Al4 core
surrounded by a shell of four aluminum atoms and an outer
ligand shell of four Cp units (Fig. 1(b)). It should be noted
that although this cluster is abundant in mass spectrometry,
the crystal structure has not yet been solved, and we consider
the structure proposed by Huber et al.33 Based on Eq. (1), we
find ne = 20 for 3, and the expected shell-filling pattern, 1S2
1P6 1D10 2S2 (Table I), is clearly confirmed from the PLDOS
analysis (Fig. 3(b)). It is interesting to note that the 1D states
are split similar to the LUMO states for cluster 2 due to the Td
symmetry. Following the expected shell-filling sequence, the
LUMO has 1F and 2P composition. It has previously been
suggested26 that the ligand should be considered to be the
organo-metallic AlCp; however, this is a topic of debate and
previously it was shown that cluster 1 should be viewed as an
Al50 core with 12 Cp* ligands based on a projection of spherical harmonics with varying radius.26 Thus, we performed a
similar analysis on 3 which illustrates the importance of including the outer aluminum atoms that contribute to form the
higher occupied delocalized states. The electronic stability is
further confirmed through the calculated HOMO-LUMO gap
of 2.12 eV.
Cluster 4 presents an interesting composition with an Al4
core surrounded by four organo-metallic Si(t-Bu)3 ligands.28
The structural results of our calculations vary only by 0.03
angstroms from the experimental structure (Table S1).42 In
this cluster, the silicon atom should be viewed as part of the
ligand. If silicon instead is considered as a part of the cluster

FIG. 3. Metal-core projected local density of states for the Al4 Cp4 (a),
Al8 Cp4 (b), and Al4 [Si(t-Bu)3 ]4 (c) clusters. The number in bold face denotes the number of electrons in the system. The HOMO energy is at zero.
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TABLE I. Number of valence electrons (ne ), electronic configuration, adiabatic ionization potentials, adiabatic electron affinities, and theoretical determined HOMO-LUMO gap (Gap) for the clusters in this study. The ionization
potentials, electron affinities, and HOMO-LUMO gaps are given in eV.

Al4 Cp4
Al8 Cp4
SiAl14 Cp6
Al4 (Sit Bu)4

ne

Configuration

Gap

EA

IP

8
20
40
8

1S2 1P6
[Al4 Cp4 ] 1D10 2S2
[Al8 Cp4 ] 1F14 2P6
1S2 1P6

3.38
2.12
1.90
1.62

0.14
0.50
1.14
1.60

5.71
5.36
5.29
5.80

core, Eq. (1) would be augmented with an additional term to
account for the valence electrons of the silicon atom via
ne = NA vA + MB vB − XL wL − z,

(2)

where the chemical formula would be [AN BM LX ]z (with MB
and vB the number and atomic valence of the additional atom
B, respectively). In the case where Eq. (2) was used, the 1S
and 1P would be filled; however, the remaining eight electrons could result in two different electronic configurations in
the 1D shell. The first would result in an open shell configuration, via two unpaired electrons in the 1D state (high spin).
The second, would yield a closed electronic shell via electronic shell splitting, which has been shown to occur in bare
aluminum clusters.36 In this case, the 1D states are expected
to split with the HOMO having four D states and the LUMO
having the remaining D states.
The PLDOS and molecular orbital analyses show a superatomic shell filling with 1P states as predicted from Eq. (1)
for the HOMO (Fig. 2(c)). Similarly, the LUMO and LUMO
+ 1 are composed of D states, followed by a gap with the
LUMO + 2, LUMO + 3, and LUMO + 4 being the 2S and
remaining D states, respectively (Fig. 3(c)). We performed the
same type of analysis as for cluster 3, varying the radius to see
if the silicon atoms should be considered as part of the cluster core. By comparison, there is only an arbitrary change in
the occupied and unoccupied states of 4 when including the
silicon atoms (Fig. S2).26, 42 Consequently, it is clear that the
silicon atoms should be considered as part of the ligands and
not as the cluster core based on the analysis. That 4 could
be viewed as a 1S2 P6 superatom is consistent with an analysis of the valence electronic structure and the corresponding
Kohn-Sham orbitals (Fig. 4).34 The HOMO level is three-fold
degenerated where the three states have the characteristic Plobes. The HOMO-1 state has clear S-character.
As Eq. (2) does not appear to be valid for cluster 4, it
is interesting to show an example where Eq. (2) actually is
valid. To do this, we investigated SiAl14 Cp6 (5).37 The resolved atomic structure of 5 (Fig. S3)42 displays a central Si
atom surrounded by a shell of 14 Al atoms with a final shell
of six Cp units. Using Eq. (2) we find ne = 40, yielding the
1F2P electronic shells completely filled which is confirmed
in the PLDOS (Fig. S3).38, 42 Though we have presented only
one aluminum metalloid, Eq. (2) should hold for other ligandstabilized systems (as well as superatom complexes) with different types of ligands, charge, and/or composition as long
as there is electron delocalization within the cluster core. For
example, SiAl14 [N(Dipp)SiMe3 ]6 and SiAl11 Cp* 2 + represent
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FIG. 4. Valence Kohn-Sham orbital correlation diagram for Al4 (Sit Bu3 )4 .
The solid (dashed) lines indicate occupied (unoccupied) states. A selected set
of molecular orbitals are shown.

superatom complexes with shell closings of 40 and 34 electrons, respectively.37, 39 Further the halogenated compound
Si2 Al13 Cp* 6 Cl would also have 40 delocalized electrons (the
Cl atom would withdraw one electron similar to the Cp* ligand), thus could be considered a halogenated superatom complex similar to the halogenated gold complexes previously
reported.16, 37
The HOMO-LUMO gap, ionization potential (IP), and
electron affinity (EA) values display both a size-dependent
and ligand-dependent variation. The smallest cluster 2 has the
largest IP, the smallest EA, and the largest HOMO-LUMO
gap. However, with increasing cluster size, the HOMOLUMO gap and IP become smaller, while the EA becomes
larger. The IP trend is similar to what is found on the periodic
table of elements. The binding energy of the ligands (Cp) to
the cluster core tends to remain large at 4.1 eV for the removal
of a Cp− for 2 and 4.2 eV for 1, as reported previously.25 The
high binding energy shows that Cp and Cp(* ) act as protective
substituents to the aluminum cluster core. This points to the
protective nature of the Cp or Cp(* ) as a protective substituent
to an aluminum cluster core. For ligand-protected gold clusters, the trends in the theoretical HOMO-LUMO gaps correlate with trends for measured electrochemical and optical
gaps. The HOMO-LUMO gap 3.38 eV for 2 predicts absorption in the UV region, which agrees with the observed colorless solution of 2.37 Figure 5(a) shows a calculated optical spectra for 2, which shows a strong absorption peak at
3.5 eV clearly in the UV region. Figure 5(b) gives the calculated optical absorption spectra for 4. There are three peaks
in the spectrum at 1.7, 2.1, and 3.2 eV, which is in agreement
with the observed violet color in solution for the cluster compound. Furthermore, it is interesting to note that these small
superatom complexes show trivalent aluminum behavior. Gas
phase AlN clusters are known to show monovalent behavior,
(i.e., lack of s-p hybridization) and open geometries up to N
= 5. Thus, the ligands drive the compact three-dimensional
packing of the Al core facilitating the s-p hybridization for
this small size.40

FIG. 5. Theoretical photoabsorption spectrum (folded oscillator strengths)
of 2 (a) and 4 (b). The sticks denote the oscillator strengths of individual
optical lines. The inset of (b) is a magnified view of the spectra from 1.2 to
1.8 eV.

CONCLUSIONS

By use of a combination of molecular orbital and projected density of states analyses, we have shown evidence
of superatom electronic shell in ligand-stabilized aluminum
clusters similar to Al50 Cp* 12 . The equations presented here
provide a simple tool for predictions of electronically closedshell ligand-stablized clusters, regardless of core or ligand
(withdrawing) composition. Since it has been shown previously that both the geometry and electronic structure can influence the reactivity of a cluster, we hope these results promote further work on the effects of the ligand as it pertains
to the geometry and electronic shell for reactivity in other
ligand-stabilized clusters.41
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